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When you enter the Belvedere in 
Vienna, you don’t expect a lower 
floor at all, which is so intimate 
and almost confining.
The brown walls enhance the effect, condensing the space and bringing to life 
the paintings hanging on the walls in particular. Stanislava Kovalcikova’s paintings 
are haunting, unsettling. Above all, they are real, depicting motifs taken from 
postmodern life: Stress, mental health, fluid sexualities. “However in painting it 
makes sense to show these states since words mostly fail in these situations. 
It’s not a criticism, it’s just an observation,” says the artist herself. Why she calls 
the exhibition her little Stonehenge, why spiritual maters are important and why 
everything is painting.

Hi Stanislava! Maybe we could start with you telling me a bit about how the 
various pieces in the exhibition came together and how the whole project 
started?

I worked on the paintings for years and most of them left my studio 
years ago. I saw them as fixed signs, each image selected had to feel 
rooted for the exhibition. The challenge was to create a grotesque 

space where each permanent image 
had its place and its sovereignty. 
But through this sovereignty, the 
space became a sort of gathering (of 
spirits). I call it my little Stonehenge. 
The small chambers with the windows 
are oriented towards the architecture 
of a hive. I did not pursue singular 



interests. It was always about transfiguration and transformation.

The theme of the exhibition is to explore the grotesque. What would your 
personal definition of the grotesque be?

The grotesque puts you off, repels you and disgusts you, perhaps 
because it is so unfamiliar. It is a pure novelty. With familiar elements in 
it. But on the other hand, it’s a very good metaphor for painting because 
it becomes something that seems new but it’s composed of older, 
other things. The spectrum between things such as fakeness and lies 
and originality and truth and the recurring theme of being conceived 
artificially, like Frankenstein, would describe it as I perceive it.

However in painting it makes 
sense to show these states 
“stress, mental health, fluid 
sexualities” since words mostly 
fail in these situations.

The God of Wine and ecstasy play a role as well. How does the grotesque 
go together with mythology? How do you see the relation between these two 
things?

Grotto suggests a cave used for intimate entertainment and loosening 
morals. Grotesque on the other side is something wrong or odd to 
a shocking degree. The word was first used of paintings found on 
the walls of subterranean vaults of ruins in Rome that were called 
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“le grotte”- meaning the caves – which have become buried and 
overgrown until they were broken into again from above. Grotesques 
retrospectively depict types of decorative patterns using curving 
foliage elements and later half-human thumbnail vignettes drawn in 
the margins. People knew how they looked but didn’t quite know what 
they were depicting. Rémi Astruc has argued that the three main tropes 
of the grotesque are doubleness, hybridity and metamorphosis. In 
my personal world the submerged “bacchanal” atmosphere of grotto 
seemed like an terace to let these weird flowers of modern duality and 
fluidity grow. It’s an old method to use historical reference, parabolas, 
or past events to point out something about the present. I work with 
these anachronisms in a targeted way to indirectly make aspects of the 
present more apparent.

Often themes are circulating 
around mental tension and stress, 
taken from the “real modern life”. 
We don’t talk about it, thus it being 
so common.

You just said that your approach to painting is to express something you can’t 
say with words. When I looked at your paintings, I had more of a feeling instead 
of an image or a presentation of something.

Everything changes, is put on display, and pretends to be something it 
may not be. I found out that that’s what interests me, this element of 
travesty. People often perceive it as fluid, but I cross boundaries with 
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these images that don’t feel safe to me layer after layer to decipher 
them. Often themes are circulating around mental tension and stress, 
taken fromthe “real modern life”. We don’t talk about it, thus it being 
so common. However in painting it makes sense to show these states 
since words mostly fail in these situations. It’s not a criticism, it’s just 
an observation. It’s so hard to sharethis closed system that each of us 
is.

Sometimes we just have a hard time putting into words a certain feeling we have 
in a certain situation. This is a good example of what you just described.

It’s a very overstimulated time that I find myself in, so it’s good to be 
spiritual, putting more attention to whatever that means. I’m not trying 
to use it in an esoteric way, but focusing on the things of the spirit gives 
me hope, because the numbing is just everywhere.

How do you then practice spirituality?

I wouldn’t say I practice it, but I try to think and feel about things in a 
manner disattached to the dreams we get sold through consuming, 
apps, modern politics,journalism and medical management. Often 
there is decay and rotting parts of the body in my paintings. That decay 
and the debris I’ve worked through the years becomes spiritual to me 
because it was not produced in a preconceived method. I wouldn’t say 
I’m a spiritual painter, but I try to paint spiritual matters. I don’t believe 
the machine age gives full satisfaction in a spiritual way, if the term 
may be allowed.

Your works can also be read as a criticism of normative ideas of sexuality, 
bodies, gender and race. Is this something you consciously think about when 
painting?

I’m generally interested in all forms of sexuality as a way to lend my 
paintings agency. I think people quickly jump to associating my work 
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with the gender/racially/age fluid manifesting because 
they sense that it might be in line with the kind of 
“style” contemporary painters of my generation often 
demonstrate, which is very much about empowering 
the body. In a way what I do is drilling closer to the 
inside than trying to empower the viewer. At best, my 
paintings are epiphanies. It’s always brewing for me. 
Layer after layer images start to appear.

I wouldn’t say I’m a spiritual 
painter, but I try to paint 
spiritual matters.

It could be a response for an oversexualized society that we 
live in as well. It’s very present when you use social media that, 
unfortunately, especially women also self-sexualizing them.

I’m trying to deal with the real, but the real can’t be truly 
expressed in a unified way. Even with paintings, it’s a 
difficult thing. So let’s say sexuality is real.
Everyone has it. But it’s not visible. And the task of the 
painter is to reveal whatever it is. It’s not revealing the 
truth, it’s revealing something that we share in hiding.

On the surface of your paintings, you use different and natural 
materials, like hair. How do you decide on the materials?

What I look for is something that I can’t explain. It has 
to be so everyday. Often, these “talismans“ have an 
organic life. Like the very crispy, freshly fried egg or the 
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I fill my 
paintings with 
very personal 
objects.

hair that grew up on the head of 
someone I loved or the flowers I 
collected. By using these materials, 
I ’m trying to remind myself  of 
memories and the fleetingness of 
life because the paintings I do, are 
the most important things in my life. 
I fill my paintings with very personal 
objects. Anyhow, anyway I remain 
very detached and observe them 
on the canvas. It’s reminds me of a 
Petri dish. Then there are the tricks 
I observed other painters to use, 
dead or alive. Then there are things 
that are stuck in my head that I 
reproduce. From movies, photos, 
my observations. Everything I do is 
painting. Painting is everything I do.

Earlier you said that some of your works take years to create. How often do you return to the paintings and when do you know one is finished?

Not all of them take years; most of them do. I wait so long until they’re finished because this feeling that there’s another presence looking back at 
me is what I’m primarily expressing. And when I reach this point, it’s finished because it’s not my work anymore. It becomes an independent object, 
image or illusion.
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So, is it also a process of distancing yourself from your work?

I think painting is such an old medium, but what still works for 
me in it is that it’s a spiritual photograph of life. I’ve developed 
a sense of when to push the button in my brain and hands and 
belly. And that happens sometimes in years, sometimes in hours. 
The moment is quick, and I have to focus to forget everything 
else. To feel when it comes alive. Then it’s no longer “my” work, 
even if it’s 2000% me.

What else is important for you to work creatively, do you have a routine or 
rituals?

The ritual is to do it every day, I barely take a day off. I think that 
painters – or anyone doing anything creative – should sacrifice 

everything for their work.
You have to search for that thing. I don’t see painting as a 
profession. It is a vocation, like being a doctor or a teacher.I 
must get as much as I witness in life back to painting or to the 
studio.

What interests me when I look 
at paintings is when I feel that 
the author is showing me life.
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So, it is about transforming life into painting?

Yes. What interests me when I look at paintings is when I feel that the 
author is showing me life.

What have you planned for this year, is there any exhibition you have planned or 
what is it you’re currently working on?

Right now I’m working on my show for Antenna Space in Shanghai. 
It’s the first time I’m showing to viewers that I don't have an image 
for. Whatever I said before, I analyze everything all the time and I have 
control issues that I creatively use in my work. It’s a balancing act, like 
walking a thin rope into the shadow.
Furthermore, I’m interested in painting animals right now. When I was 
a teenager, Rosa Bonheur used to be an idol of mine. She was this 
lesbian, aristocratic girl from a good house in France. She painted 
animals, traveled in times when there were no trains and coaches, and 
was a best-selling painter of the 19th century. I think about her a lot when 
I’m creating my works for Shanghai because of her fierceness.

I like to observe people. And 
not to judge but rather to get 
possessed by entities that I don’t 
know.by entities that I don’t know.

It’s the first time that you exhibited for an audience you don’t know. How do you 
involve the audience in your practice?

I don’t worry too much about it, but I have intuitions or instances. And 
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I am concerned. Not that people will hate it or like it or be scared by it. 
But the viewer is the artist’s best friend and best enemy. To sense that 
it works inside of others is very exciting. I like to observe people. And 
not to judge but rather to get possessed by entities that I don’t know. I’m 
also looking forward to going to China in these weird times post Covid.
The show will open in May and right now, it’s just finishing the very 
big and very small works. Some of them I had in the studio for years. 
It’s like everything is dying and coming into life at the same second. 
Incredible.

The exhibition is open until February 5th, 2023.

All photos Courtesy of Peres Projects
Photographer: Installs by Johannes Stol / portraits by Marina Faust

1. Double Mars, 2019, Oil on linen, 40 x 30 cm

2. Trojan, 2022, Oil on linen, 138 x 45 cm

3. Eat your power honey, before it gets cold (Hommage to Anita Steckel), 2022, 
   Oil on linen, 120 x 50 cm

4. Portrait of Stanislava Kovalcikova, photo by Marina Faust

5. Wrestlers, 2022, Oil on canvas, 200 x 150 cm

6-8. Installation views, Grotto, Belvedere 21, Vienna, 2022 (solo)

9. Stanislava Kovalcikova in site, photo by Marina Faust

10. Sad Venus, 2015-2022, Oil and foil on linen, 97 x 152 cm

11. Eine reiche frau sas zuhause und redete uber revolution, 2016, Oil on linen, 
      150 x 180 cm
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